TrineDay Books Featured at Los Angeles Festival of Books This Weekend

Publisher Kris Millegan brings his 'little library of suppressed books' to Los Angeles this weekend for the Los Angeles Times Festival of Books, April 13 and 14, at the University of Southern California Campus.

LOS ANGELES (PRWEB) April 11, 2019 -- Publisher Kris Millegan brings his 'little library of suppressed books' to Los Angeles this weekend for the Los Angeles Times Festival of Books, April 13 and 14, at the University of Southern California Campus. Trineday will be located at Booth 955, Alumni Park.

TV Comedian John Barbour, of REAL PEOPLE fame, and Author Christopher Fulton will be featured thanks to their mutual links to material central to the investigation of the assassination of President John F. Kennedy. Mr. Barbour has the sole taped interview with New Orleans District Attorney Jim Garrison as well as more than 60 boxes of his files, and Mr. Fulton was pursued by the U.S. Justice Department and FBI for his ownership of JFK's Cartier watch which the President was wearing when he was killed.

Publisher Millegan said many readers are drawn to his books because of their deep dives into matters of national security, as well as the growing conversations about conspiracies in matters of national and international decision-making by governments and financial institutions. Mr. Millegan himself is an expert and author on secret societies and has written extensively about them.

The full library of Trineday's Books are available at www.trineday.com. Mr. Barbour will be signing his autobiography Your Mother's Not a Virgin: The Bumpy Life and Times of the Canadian Dropout Who Changed the Face of American TV and Mr. Fulton will be signing his book The Inheritance: Poisoned Fruit of the JFK Assasination.

For more information or to interview Mr. Millegan call (800) 556-2012 or his cell (541) 653-7656.
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